INTERVIEW TO «ROSSIYSKAYA GAZETA»
THE ONE OF THE BIGGEST NEWSPAPERS IN RUSSIA
Drive in metal.
A memorial dedicated to Russian Rock has been set up in Ural.
Text: Marina Poroshina (Yekaterinburg)
A new artifact has been created at the embankment of Iset- a memorial of Russian rock.
Russian rock's fans, indignant by the face that their favorite music genre was suddenly
remover from nominations of MTV Music Awards, ventured a long lasting protest act.
Idea creators - director Leonid Andronov, artist Dan Marino and musician Vladimir
Cherny - promised that the memorial will be a symbolical spot of the town and
Yekaterinburg is well-known to be one of the Russian rock capitals. What has been said
has been done and organizers urged sympathizers to… collect scrap metal because
what else would you use to make a Rock monument if not metal, preferably rusty and
outdated. Path from the idea until it's realization in metal has been extremely short only two days. City authorities were not in the way of the project. So the two-meters
stylized figure of a guitar riff with a star on top has been triumphantly presented to the
audience.
"There's a monuments to Pushkin, Vysotskiy and even "The Beatles" in our town. But
none of them - Pushkin, Vysotskiy, neither Lennon nor McCartney ever lived in our
town. But there's always been and will be spirit of free art, drive and a special energy
which you won't find in any other city in the world. That's why "Rock Artifact" is closer to
the spirit of our rime and the spirit of our town". - Says Leonid Andronov.
By the way, anyone can participate in perfecting "Rock Artifact": all you need is to come
to the memorial and tie guitar strings to the metal riff, put a broken riff or any object
connected with rock music next to it.

